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Christopher Blasts Knight,
Presents Political Views

cr

SpartanS

senator
he told a student and
faculty audience that filled half
the Inner Quad and nearby corridors.
The San Francisco mayor lit
into Governor Knight heavily, referring to him several times as
"the former governor."
Citing Knight’s recent statement
that he had been a better governor than he would be a senator.

Christopher gloated. -All I have
to say on that is to point out the
kind of job he’s done as governor.
VOL. 45
And he says he would be worse as
"
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a senator."
At a proms eonferenee yesterday morning. thristopherin a
more serious frame of mind
tolil The spartan Daily, "Knight
knows he oon’t heat me in the
June priaries--and
m
I know it,
too."
The mayor said the Republican
party knows he would be the better "standard bearer" of the parBy JIM DRENNAN
ty’s ideals.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist has called last week’s State Board of
lie hinted that after the primarEducation meeting in Fresno the best he has ever attended, and said
iv
that sweeping decisions reached there have grpatly boosted the
senatorial race against DePres. John T. Wahlquist said yesterday that Spartan Foundation mocratic opponent Clair Engle
prestige and standing of San Jose State.
directors -should consider" putting a clause in the corporation’s char- would be on a higher level than
"State colleges now are getting more attention in Sacramento
ter that will guarantee allocation of funds to activities other than the current battle, "Engle being a
than ever before," he commented yesterday.
very astute, honest office holder,"
football.
As a result of the Board’s deciexplained.
The charter currently provides that Foundation funds will go to
sion, Dr. Wahlquist reported, SJS
a variety of extracurricular activities, but doesn’t say how much will
In his WS address Christophwill be allowed to:
Gov. Goodwin J. Knight will
er expressed slew% supporting
go to whom.
1) Seek engineering accreditaaddress SJS students tomorrow
Skeptics has e argued that the
more stringent education polltion, a move which would affect
at noon In the Inner quad. It is
Foundation, which will begin a
! elm caution toward a summit
every future engineering graduate; expected
he will answer charges
campus -wide fund drive May 26,
I conference, party harmony and
2) Require foreign language in- made
against him yesterday by
is chiefly interested in providing
! big business.
struction for graduation;
Mayor (ieorge Christopher, his
funds for football and that its proI"We need more courses in sci3) Grant non-teaching degrees party opponent
for l’.5. Senator.
mis
mists
grant money to other acence and mathematics." he said,
in liberal arts fields;
"and harder work by the students
tivities is only an attempt to get
4) Expand greatly its research
contributions.
in those courses. He told his audprogram.
"The Foundation’s first obligaience he would have no sympathy
PRINCIPLE O.K.
tion is to football," Dr. Wahlquist
for students who complained they
Pres. Wahlquist said, however,
said yesterday. "But if it succeeds
were working too hard"even if
that the Board OK’d permitting
By LOLA SHERMAN
The Student Council installation
in meeting football demands, the
they were studying 24 hours a
state colleges to seek ECPD. ac- banquet
There
is
little
evidence
of
strong
will be held tonight at 6
overflow can go into other worthday." I would tell them to study
creditation only in principle, and at
racial
discrimination
at
San
Jose
Original Joe’s, in downtown San
while activities.
26 hours a day if they could."
legally won’t be able to give offi- Jose.
State, according to a Spas-tan
"The amount which will go to
He said we should never be satcial sanction until July.
Daily
investigation.
Members of the administration
other fields will depend upon how
isfied with our education but
The president added that this who
Campus organizations, with the
will attend the banquet are
should strive always to make it
successful the fund drive is," he
final OK is a certainty and that
exception of social fraternities, are
Pres. and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist,
"better than it was yesterday."
commented.
there is a "good chance" that Dr. and
open to all, and more important.
Mrs. Lowell Walter, Dean
The candidate contended the
The president indicated that
Polly Marden, I, receives the Soph Doll crown from Barbara Johnengineering accreditation, now
it appears all students are ac- U.S. should enter a summit conand Mrs. Stanley C. Benz, Dean
football will need considerable
son, Soph Doll of 1957. Miss :garden was crowned this year’s Soph
forbidden state colleges, will be Robert
cepted.
Martin, Dean Elizabeth
ference with (1,41111/. preparahelp.
Doll at the Sold] Doll dance Friday night. An Education major,
given.
STRONGHOLDS OF BIAS
Greenleaf and Mr. and Mrs. Robtion "and an open mind." lin
"I doubt football will make moMiss Marden Is from Los Altos. She is a member of Kappa Kappa
"We have an excellent faculty, ert Barron.
Strongholds of bias are housing pointed out that Russian leadney in the near future, although it
Gamma sorority.Spartafoto by Doug Hill.
excellent labs and will spend an
and social life, according to advis- ers are not willing to do t
AA
may be able to pay for other athadditional seven million dollars
ers and students.
letic activities," he said.
they has 1. de llllll nitrated by desoon to improve our present engiHow it feels to be a minority manding Mt t he lilit set that Itsl
"I take the Foundation directors
neering faciities," Dr. Wahlquist
member has as many interpreta- Cna
hi
be admitted to the United
at their word when they promise
said.
tions as there are individuals to Nations.
they will help other activities,"
ECPD INSPECTION
interpret.
On party harmony, Christopher
Pres. Wahlquist added, "but I do
He said ECPD inspection teams
Nevertheless, being a member hit again at Knight. charging that
think they should consider giving
probably will visit SJS this fall,
of a minority group on campus the Governor sanctions the billfirm guarantees of this."
and that actual accreditation
is just one more thing to think boards in Southern California simshould come by 1959.
about along with maims, dates, ultaneously supporting Knight and
Irebels without a cause, or anti -so- ever saw. They look like flag-pole
By LARRY WATERS
Accreditation will give SJS enparking problems and 7:30 class- Democratic candidate for Governor
cial . . . they’re just ’Skitsy’."
sitters at high tide!
es.
This
the second in a series
. ginenripg grades the eight to enEdmund G. (Pat) Brown.
Whether
the Feat Generation
ter graduate schools, preferred
of three articles on the "Beat
The housing situation has been
REKROTH AND QUA
He ended his address on ecoIs
good. had or Indifferent relisting civil service examinaGeneration" as compared to
Particularly acute for Negro stuDetachment is the key word and
tions, eligibility for fisieral and
dents. Dr. Claude N. Settles, pro- nomic and "big business" notes. lie
the "Lost Generation."
the explanation of the popularity mains to he seen. A critic of
state appointments and will
fessor of sociology, stated he said we must support the "payroll
of arch-withdrawalist Kenneth the beatsters. notably one Lawmake SJS eligible to receive
thinks "it is just as hard for a Ne- makers" who risk their capital and
He moved the glass slowly back Rexroth. Often labeled the Poet rence Ferlinghettl, poet proprieRon
Schmidt,
senior
public
relagro to obtain housing now as it make jobs for "this great commonfederal grants.
and forthcovered the top of it Laureate of the Beat Generation, tor of San Francisco’s City
The Board also approved a study with his other hand and then Rercroth is appearing now in a Lights Book Shop, mistakenly tions major, will appear on TV was 20 years ago."
wealth of American people."
of postgraduate engineering cours- shook it violently for a few sec- New York nightclub where his has been called the high priest Station KQED (Channel 9) rep- PREJUDICE DECREASES
SJS
in
a
televised
resenting
public
of
the
by
movement
several
of
es at state colleges.
Dr. Settles cited figures to show
onds. He held the glass up and dramatic readings of classical pothe city’s leading newspapers. relations panel discussion tomor- that student prejudice has decreas"We think three,kinds of engi- searched it through half closed etry prick the house every night.
row
afternoon
at
3.
Ferlinghetti recently growled
ed, however. In 1938 he began poll.
neering would be better served at lids.
The graying, 52 year old RexSchmidt is one of a group of ing students in his freshman socioout his beliefs in a different vein:
SJS than at the University of Cal"See. man. It’s qua. A state
roth is able (with a moody jazz’
Bay
Area
college
students
invited
"Every generation has a ’Beat
ifornia: in-service trainees, per- of being. The bubbles rise to the
logy classes to see what percentpiano background) to induce the
Generation.’ It’s a bunch of hot to sit in on a panel composed of age would be willing to take trainsons who want to complete their top and the other stuff goes to
oblivious, detached mood of
members
of
the
San
Francisco
for
air. The whole term is phony."
appointments
Internship
studies part-time or piecemeal and the hottona and the Ice staYk
ing from ethnic minority members.
withdrawal so essential to the
Another observer, sympathizing flay Area Chapter of the Public
The first poll showed that MI graduating dietetic majors have
full-time graduate students," Dr. right where it was and gloats
essence of the "way-out" feelwith the cult, said, "These young Relations Society of America.
per cent were willing to receive been announced by Dr. Margaret
Wahlquist said.
over the bubbles and other stuff
ing of mental abandon.
The hour-long program Is depeople have a realistic outlook on
such instruction. After the 1957 C. Jones, head of the Ilome EcoHe said a postgraduate engineer- tryln’ to change position and it
The beatster refers to this mood
today’s negative state of world af- signed to appeal to students who
ing program at SJS should serve keeps ’coin’ like that every time as "Qua," which the
survey, the percentage rose to nomic Department.
dictionary defairs. They’re thinking. They’re either plan a career in public reFour girls will spend one year
terminal students and not be con- it’s shook up with somebody fines as: "as being; in
92.
the eller- right."
or
expect
to
make
use
of
lations
cerned with research.
The Rev, James Martin. campus following June graduation gaining
goin’ up and somebody combs’ acter or capacity of." This state is
In
future
business
profession
the
adviser, has been visited by cou- experience in hospitals and clinics
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
down and the big guy stayln’ is cultivated and nurtured with the ZEN AND BUDDHISM
"What I can’t
understand," associations.
ples and individuals with frustra- before becoming qualified dietiForeign language requirements right where he was
until he care a mother gives an ailing child.
Public relations specialists will tions arising from social pressures dons. They then will be eligible
queried another unbeliever, "is this
at state colleges also received ten- melts. We of the way-out are
NO SCREAMING HYSTERIA
business with Zen and Buddhism. dicuss openly techniques and prac- caused by racial or cultural differ- for membership in the American
tative approval from the Board, the ice and ..."
A Beat Generation party does It’s all right to worship, hut how tices of the P.R. profession in or- ences.
Dietetics Association.
with final OK expected in July.
His mood changed abruptly but
encourage public interest
Marlene Hall will train at the
Hardto-understand harriers
The
California
Administrative with no change in tone he con- not "rock" or increase in tempo to can anyone in his right mind par- der to
screaming hysteria. It (if success- ticipate in six or eight different and appreciation of their work
Code now forbids state colleges tinued.
spring up between high school and Veterans administration Center,
Panel members will include Ro- college, according to the Rev. Mar- Los Angeles. Mary Alice Jones will
ful) progressively de-accelerates to religions and expect to get. anyfrom requiring foreign language
"And now you’re gonna’ tell me lower and lower plateaus of maxibert P. Hoffman of Kenyon & Eck- tin and several interviewers.
thing out of it?"
he at Stanford Hospital In San
instruction except of foreign lan- I read too
much Joyce and Ker- mum individual withdrawal until
His answer came in part of an hardt, Inc., San Francisco, presi- RISE OF ’WALLA’
Francisco. Edith Kawahara will inguage majors.
ouac and I don’t believe in what I the proper state of "qua" or nirBay
Francisco
of
the
San
interview with a North Beacher: dent
The new ruling will allow the
Members of racial minorities are tern at Alameda County Hospital
say and that I’m affected and my vana is attained.
"That jazz is all right for your Area Chapter of the PRSA; Ber- asked to parties, the movies, etc. in Oakland, and Janet Sasaki will
colleges to make work in alien
beard don’t make me a Bohemian
When this state is finally reach- crusading vollege Ivy Leaguers ton J. Ballard of the State Bar by their high school classmates, enter the University of Oregon
toligaies a requirement for graand I’m really so dumb I think ed, the "players" (as they refer at Man Jose
State, but we’ve Association of California, San and suddenly with the increased Medical School Hospital and Cliduation, but Pres. Wahlquist
ping-pong is a Chinese venereal to themselves) usually assume a done It,
nic. Portland.
man. It’s all done. IV* Francisco: Ruth Unwell of Macy’s
(Continued on Page 4)
said SOS probably VI met put t iii’
disease . . . and I’m gonna’ have pre-natal position of meditation;
like It’s been done and re-done California. San Francisco; William
The girls will receive B A denew ruling into effect anti! 19.19- to tell
ya’ ta’ go ta’ hell."
sitting on their haunches and hug- like everything eke. Zen’s out; J. Calkings of U.C., Berkeley; and ’
grees in nutrition and dietetics in
60, and then it will affect only
Army ROTC Company
THE COSMIC I
Conrad Speidel of Crown-Zellerging their knees.
June.
aim’s the Buddhism bit."
Incoming students.
Charter members of the Beat
birch Corp., San Francisco.
This practice prompted one obHe wasn’t through:
"It would be required only in
’
Rifles
Pershing
ROTC
The
Army
Mystique in San Francisco’s North server to opine, "Weirdest thing I
"Done . . . Squaresville."
certain majors," Dr. Wahlquist
Company elected nel:v officers and
Beach Section refer to the Beat
said. "I think that English maAll recognized on -campus orInitiated eight members into the
Generation
as
the
forerunner
of
jors, for example, should have to
ganizations should notify the Ac organization Wednesday
realism in America, A rational detake foreign language."
The new officeis are Mary Del ti Ines Office of newly elected
fender of the Beatsters put it this
Dick Robinson, recenii!. eleried
NON -TEACHING MASTER’S
firers as soon as possible, an
way:
was (Nero, company commander; Don of
president.
Jose
State
ASB
San
A third Board ruling will allow
Northern Flood, executive officer; Don Dun- Activities Office representative
"We’re
not
out
to
the
of
change
anypresident
elected
state colleges to give master’s deannounced.
thing. The key to the innerregional section of Pacific Student ton, public information officer;
grees in non-teaching liberal arts
personnel
officer;
Moore,
Robert
of mind fixer matter
annual
sanctum
the
at
The nuclear testing question is associate professor of speech, Presidents’ Assn.
fields. (Master’s are given now
and Frank Fiore,. supply officer.
Ilesi in complete wit bulranal. The keeping a lot of people busy,
will moderate the symposium meeting of the PSPA at Eugene,
only in teaching and other occuNew members of the Pershing
Cosmic I, pure self, is the anOre., last week.
Thursday night the Young Re- which is open to the public,
pational fields.)
Co. are Randall Torre. Al
is
Rifles
which
swer.
region,
Northern
The
publicans
sponsored
an informal
S.IS’ research program will he
The Student Y announced that
"The Lost Generation of the 20’s debate on the resolution, "that the
one part of the PSPA. includes all Sunseri, Harry Morris, Tom Medenlivened by a ruling, approved in
will sponsor a rontinuous rally
it
between lin. John Stewart, Jon Williamson,
principle, which would allow re- relied on naivete. They groped for present series of nuclear tests in front of the Library today in an colleges and universities
Don Drinton and Florea.
Frmnri and Chico
leased time for research projects straws that weren’t there. We should he discountinued."
attempt
to
inform
SJS students
know they’re not there and don’t
at the rate of one full-time profesTonight at 7:30 Morris Dailey on as many facets of the testing
Swimwnar has
bother to look. We don’t believe in
sor per WO, Professors now workAuditorium will be the scene for question as passible.
Captain Marvel, Ernest Tubbs or
gone
to new
ing on research projects do it
a symposium entitled "Wh a t
Backbone of the rally will be
the Easter Bunny."
lengths and
mainly on their own time. In the
Should Ile the Stand of the a four-page research
paper from
State students have wish to go. more accommodations
future, professors may apply for SKITST’
San Jo
United Staters on Nuclear Bomb Stanford
Roos has theni
on the problems of nuAgreeing in part with this com- Testing."
been offered a "free ride" to Billy will he made.
released time to the administraall! Be sure to
clear
testing.
Student*
will
pass
ment,
Dr.
Ruth
Tiedeman
and Dr.
Graham’s "College Night" at the
tion, and can receive reimburseSponsored jointly by the Foren- out the printed papers
see the great
to anyone
Cow Pidaee on Thursday.
ment from the state for materials Earl Jandron, both members of the sics Club, the International Club
interested.
selection of
Psychology Department, had this and
used in the research.
Jerry and Ralph Horn, house
the Social Action Committee
Beachers (red,
Pres. Wahlosilst mild a need to say:
of the Stuednt Y. the almilesium
Parents at Male Manor and Black.
The U S. Moffitt, (’orps procure"The Lost firneration," said will feature four points of view
also exists for ptiblieration subsiwhite, or blue)
more Ha/1, arc making the offer
Dr. Tiedensan, "was naive. They Presented by atudent speakers
dies to research projects alit h--and only 4.95.
Teacher education and ereiligt- to the first 75 students to contact ment team from San Francisco
wanted to remake the world. Douglas Miller and Dale Scott.
ors.
them.
will be located at the Outer Quad
tial candidates for whom physical
by
Arrannments may be made
"Most publishing houses don’t They believed In individuality social science majors, Thomas Grofrom now through Thursday.
want to print research projects, and were not as realistic and gan, junior philosophy major, and examinations are required are nest calling CY 74504 or contacting the
Two Marine officers will be On . _
and many professors can’t afford cynical as the Beat Generation."
hand to interview men interested
Rustamante, junior cre- ed to take them this week. accord. Horrid at 22 S. 11th St.
Krell
Janciron was more skeptical. ative
Horn said the trip will be made in one of ihe Marine "in college"
to do it themselves," he corn alive writing major.
ing to Miss Marie Ealtentiorn. creirst at Santa Cleo a
"I don’t think they’re actually
Muted.
Dr. Theodore J. Balgooyen, dentials secretary.
by bus. If more than 75 students training programs.
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SJS Prestige
Up-Wahlquist

POLLY, THE NEW DOLLY

By JIM ADAMS
Mayor George Christopher. seeking the Republican nomination for
U.S. Senator, yesterday expressed
NO. 126
confidence he would receive the
nomination and presented his political views between blasts at party
opponent Gov. Goodwin J. Knight
"If the primaries were held in
the next four days, I would Iv
elected Republican candidate for

Vilahlquist Urges Clause
’To Guarantee Allocation

Knight To Speak Here

Report
D.!scramShows
Slight at SJS

Student Council
Attends Banquet

Beat Generation Words Include
Detachment, Withdrawal Terms

Schmidt To Be on
Public Relations
TV Panel Program

Dietetic Majors
Get Internships

Initiates Eight Members

Nuclear Testing Problem
To Be Symposium Question

Officers To Be Listed

ASB Pres. Robinson
Wins PSPA Post

Homeowners Offer Free Rides
To Billy Graham’s ’College Night’

Marine Recruiters
Visit SJS Campus

Physical Exams Due
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Daily Comment
Fifty Cities Receive
West Coast Jazz

rte 441 ceat

by VERNON SCOTT
I l’ 11011% wood orrespondent
I( )I.LYWOOD. I UP I
West
Coast or -modern" jazz was piped
into 50 major cities Wednesdaynight with pianist Bobby Troup
explaining to televiewers exactly
what they are hearing.
Most music is self-explanatory.
Listeners either like it or tune in
Lawrence Welk. But modern jazz
is different. Like "method" actors,
it has to be understood.
Troup, in the van of the avant
garde, plays host on ABC-TV’s
new "Stars of Jam" which has
met oith lukewarm success
locally for almost two years.
"Each week we will present a
different instrumental group and
a girl vocalist." Troup promised.
"In addition to the music we will
explain what the musicians are
trying to do. and give a resume of
their lives and musical back
grounds."
To hear Bobby talk the program
might he titled "This is your
eighth-note."
Many of the show’s guests will
be unknown to most music
lovers, names like Shelly Menne,
Chet Baker, Dave Brubeck and
Chico Hamilton. But the growing cult of so-called intellectual
jazz aficionados are guaranteed
to get their kicks.
-We simplify our jazz as much
as possible to help popularize our
methods," says Troup.
"Modern jazz musicians are attempting to remove jazz from its
narrow confines. Before this field
7was pioneered, jazz consisted onl’,.
.01 dixieland and swing.

’

By RANDIE
E. POE

"I worry about America." said the hollow-cheeked Iranian.
In June, Kazem Ghafari is due to be graduated from SJS. Already. he has a degree in education from the University of Tehran and
studied in Oklahoma A&M before coming to San Jose.
Ghafari is a slat -thin thinker whd is a bit out of place on a college
campus. He’s too bright.
He feels too sensitively about world issues, is far tots well informed,
and speaks his mind, too often. But rarely hate 1 met a person with
Ghafari s ’,.ianetizing personality.
TOO 711 t ii FREEDOM
WIls,
worry? I asked him.
-I &net think Americans knots real danger. They’ve had
so much freedom (radio -TV -movies, eti.) they don’t know what’s
happening in other parts of the world. And if you don’t mind my
saying an, you are sleeping. Tour enemy, believe me, lutes this.
He wants you to sleep."
Q. Is the average American college student asleep?
"The average student here talks about drinking and dating most
of the time. They don’t think they belong to this world. How come
they don’t care? Some days these students will cut their necks.
"This petition for stopping nuclear testing is an honest thing, I
think. But you know, I saw one boy say ’Come on, let’s sign this thing
and get it over with’. How can he sign without thinking?"
COMMUNIST FINGERS SOMEWHERE
Q. Why do you refuse to sign this petition?
A. "These people are sincerely working for peace, but I feel
Communist nngers are behind it somewhere. I know most of
the students are honest in their convictions. hut Russia is receiving cream of wheat in propaganda. I don’t think American youths
understand Communistic tactics."
Q. What is the biggest difference between Iran and America?
A. "In my country, the spoils system rules. When I left Iran five
years ago, 85 per cent of the jobs were held under the spoils system.
In America, the merit system provides about 85-90 per cent of the
jobs. Here, if a poor man like myself has enough knowledge, he’ll get
the job."
Q. Will you stay here?
A. "America is a good place but home is home. I think about Iran
constantly. Who is worrying about America? Most of the boys I’ve
met think about money and fun. Really, I wonder . . . who is working for America?"

Readers’ Reflections, Reactions
Sack the Sack
Editor:
I am a sack dress. I’m not cute l
;pretty or even Inexpensive. I hide
lot -maybe that is the reason
for my creation. People who wear
Ale apparently are ashamedor
’Ugly.
*, Thanks to the convention of our
sbciety I am becoming popular. I
’have so little to offer, that, were
placed in a society where people
.were not afraid to be individuals
.and buck a style or fad, I am
-afraid I would fail miserably.
Thank goodness for the "sheep.’
I’m ugly and people wear me. (Or
Jet me hang on them as the ens,
may be.)
Bill Dallenbach
ASH A4296

Bomb and I
Editor:
In addition to my previous ideas
about the anti -A bomb, I would
like to mention three points.
I do not think those students
who carry the anti -A bomb peti-

Group To Discuss
Sartre’s ’No Exit’
The one act play. No Exit." by
Jean -Paul Sartre, contemporary
leader of the existentialism school,
will be discussed at this evening’s
"Religion in Irreligious Garb" at 7
at the Student Christian Center,
92 S. 5th St.
All students are invited to attend this final program of the seminar series on life’s implications in
contemporary literature sponsored
112y the Presbyterian, Episcopal and
Congregation -Disciple campus religious groups.
The Rev. V. Donald F:mmel I
Presbyterian campus pastor, will ;
moderate tonight’s exploration of
Sartre’s "No Exit."
: The play is about dead characters in a drawing room who be
beve they are condemned to heft

tion on the campus -or those who
signed it are communist. I even
believe they are working from
their hearts for peace, in which all
of us believe.
The reason that I did not sign
is that through my experience this
petition would help Russia’s pro-

Begged
and
Borrowed
By JOHN ADAMS
The definite discovery of an isotope of the new element 102 was
announced last week by scientists
at the University of California Radiation Laboratory, according to a
recent article in The Daily Californian.
Element 102 was named "Nohelium" by the four-man science
team that discovered the now
"heaviest element on record."
The new element 102 isotope has
a mass number of 254 and decays
quickly. Its half-life, the period
in which half of a given quantity
will decay, or transform itself, into
another element, is only three seconds.
The discovery was made by Al.
bert Ghiorso, senior nuclear scientist at the radiation laboratory
Torbjorn Sikkeland, an exchar
science from the Joint Estel.
ment for Nuclear Eenergy
search at Keller, Norway; Jai
R. Walton, research chemist; and
Glenn T .Seaborg. Nobel liurcaand profess.:
chemist

paganda. And I remember a few
, years ago a petition mentioning
peace, which was supported by
the Communist party in Iran (because at that time the free world
was advanced in weapons.)
If we were sure the Russian proposal was for peace then I’d sign.
But I feel such a petition is for
propaganda and not for peace.
I hope the U.S. and Russia start
an exchange of students for better relationship and understanding,
Kazem Ghafari ASH 4535

Conservative Dress I
Helps Job Hunters I
By BARBARA

LUETT
Looking for a job?
With summer almost here, gra(loafing seniors are thinking about
permanent jobs. l’ndvrelasstnen
are hoping to find jobs for the
summer.
How you go about applying for
a job will be important. Most important may be the initial impression you make. This impression
may be the deciding factor in ohtaiMng the job.
The first thing a personnel manager sees is your appearance. Ile
may judge you at once by the way
you are dressed.
Neatness is a big factor in a
business interview. Surveys show
that most prospective employers
react favorably to a man dressed
in a clean. dark -colored suit, shined shoes and a crisp white shirt.
Socks should be dark, and the tie
should complement the suit.
A girl should wear conservative
clothes appropriate to the occasion. A suit, hose and heels are
proper. It is a good idea to wear
gloves, and you undoubtedly will
carry a’ purse. The wearing of a
hat is optional.
In order to succeed in your first
interview, remember these points:
1. Dress neatly.
2. Have your resume, a short
exeprience-biography, neatly typed
and firmly in hand.
3. Have a good working knowledge of the business of your prospective eMployer.
4. Be on time for your appointment,
lifter the interview, write a note
to The employer, thanking him for
his time and saying you will consider it a privilege to work for
his company. Indicate where you
can be contacted.
Good hunting, and g, d lock!

Scholastic Society
Taps New Members
Phi Kappa Phi, scholastic honor
society, held an election of new
members recently. The society,
which usually recognizes seniors
and outstanding juniors, was unable to elect any juniors this year
because of technical difficulties in
obtaining sufficient information,
according to Dr, Theodore %Whoaren, presiding officer.

o world wire

Anti -government
t: lIt T
,110b. SO rite to the United States
/nformation Service Library In
Beirut yesterday. The mobs battled troops in riots sUpporting
position demands that pro-western
President Camile Chamoun quit.
It was the second LISIS library
attacked in Lebanon in three days.
Saturday other rioters sacked and
burned the five -room, one-Mory
USIS library building in the port
of Tripoli, second largest city in
the country.
BETAiRADEThe Soviet Union
has delivered an oltimat um to
President Tito demanding that he
return to the Communist bloc or
face the consequences, it was disclosed yesterday.

Soviet sources said the letter
came from the Soviet Communist
Party Central Committee and was
addressed directly to Tito, who is
vacationing on the Isle of Brioni.
It was expected to he followed by
economic pressure on Tito.
WASHINGTON ---- The House
yes.terday passed a compromise
$576,438.000 military pay raise bill
aimed at keeping hkilted men in
the service.
President Eisenhower requested
the legislation on the basis of the
so-called Cordiner Report. The report warned that technicians and
other specialists, trained at high
cost, were leaving the services in
droves to join private industry.
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The two fastest deodorants in the world!
Old Spice Stick Deodorant is built for speed. Plastic
case is applicator. Nothing to take out, no push-up,
pardi-back. Just remote rap and apply. Prefer a spray?
Old Spice Spray Deodorant dries tit ire as fast as other
sprays! Choose stick or spray ...if it’s- Old Spice,
it’: the fastest, cleanest, easiest deodorant
Each

you can use.

1.00

(Viire
by SHULTON

plus tax

Light into that Live 111 odern flavor

Smoke in the Quad
Editor:
We’re tired of seeing people on
this campus destroying one cit
SJS’ oldest traditions. This year
more and more students are smoking in the archways of the Inner
Quad. This was never tolerated before and it must be stopped before
the quad becomes one big ash
tray.
Containers for cigarette butts
could be the answer and they
probably would keep the quail
clean. But his is not the point. We
just DON’T smoke in the Inner
Quad.
Those who hadn’t heard this
before have heard it now, and have
no excuse for continuing to destroy
our valued traditions.
Irate Seniors,
Hank Wespiser, ASH 4711
Dick Fisher, ASH 4502
lull Malaun ASH min

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAVE

MONEY

GAS and OIL
Second mid Williams

ALL 15cpS
AT A DISCOUNT*
AND STEREO

PUFF BY PUFF
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COAST RADIO
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Tits), said it couldn’t be done . a cigarette with
such an improved filter.... with such creiling taste.
But L&M did it!
1 L&M’s patented filtering process electrostatically
places extra filtering fibers cros3wise to the stream
of smoke. . . enabling today’s L&M to give you
puff by puff less tars in the smoke than ever
before. Yet L&M draws easy....delivering you the
leban.cric.hTtahes.tbeosft tthiestSinotLritchmlacrlde’svfolunelsitecviegrarfentdte

et

Oct 1.1,4.17 & /Alta, Taxxvia Co.
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PP654 gox Chatter
By JOHN SALAMIDA

SPORTS EDITOR

The moniker Ray Norton is fast becoming a by -word in track
circles throughout the nation. "Ramblin Ray" or "Rapid Ray" (take
your choicei has developed into a top-flight sprinter under the tutuLage of Spartan Coach Lloyd iBudc Winter.
In a brilliant display of power, lightning fast Norton stole thi
spotlight in the annual West Coast Relays Saturday night in Fresno
Capturing he 100-yard dash in :9.4 in a star-studded field, the Sao
Jose State junior established himself as one of the top sprinters in
the world.
PlIENOMF.NAL PERFORMANCE ...
Track experts, after observing Norton’s phenomenal performance
in the relays, said the Spartan star probably would be the man to
crack the :9.3 mark In the’ ceutury. Norton churned :9.3 earlier this
year and the time is currently pending recognition by officials. All
indications point to it being accepted.
Norton’s :9.4 at the Preano meat marked the fourth time
this season he has recorded that time. Ills,slowest time thus far
this season was :10.0 on a rain soaked Stanford track in the
Spartan’s season opening meet.
We noticed with intense interest last week that national magazine
Sport’s Illustrated failed to mention Norton in its list of the US’s
top trackmen. Perhaps he’ll receive some mention after his blisterins:
efforts at Freano.
Jim Brewer, who sailed over the 15-foot mark while in high school
last year at Phoenix, Ariz., was fourth in the West Coast Relays
with a vault of 14 -ft. 6-1n. Brewer is a member of the USC frosh team.
Chuck Hightower of the Spartans tied for fifth, clearing 14 -ft.
BIG MEETS SCHEDULED . . .
The Fresno event was the first of several big track meets scheduled for May and June. Next on the slate are the Colesium Relays
Friday night in Los Angeles and the Pacific Amateur Assn. meet at
Burlingame Saturday.
Following the two weekend nmwts are the California Relays
at Modesto, May SI; Pacific Amateur Assn. meet at Sanger. June
NCAA meet at Berkeley. June 18-14; and AAI; meet at Bakersfield, June 20-21.
Coach Walt McPherson’s SJS golf team defends its West Coast
Athletic Conference championship Monday at Hillcrest Country Club
In Los Angeles. The Spartans begin their four-day road trip Saturday
by facing Cal Poly at the Morro Bay Golf Course. A match with USC
Tuesday afternoon on the Hillcrest Course will end the local’s season.
The Spartan linksmen currently sport a 10-3 season record. Sophomore sensation Jack Luceti has been the pacesetter of McPherson’s
charges with an over-all average of 72 per round. Eddie Dulno is a
close second with a 72-plus average.

Show Slate
STUDIO

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

"Saddle the Wind"

"Teacher’s Pet"

Robert Taylor

Clan i Gable - Dorls Day

"Underwater Warrior"

"The Long Haul"
vktor Maure

Dan Da ley

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

IT WNW.
CV.

-

IS 0

"Long, Hot Summer"
Joanne Woodward - Paul Newman
"Run Silent, Run Deep"

EMILE ZOLA’S

C. Gble - 8. Lancaster

"Nana"
Martine Carol - Charles Boyer

MAYFAIR
BRIM -TIE BARDOT

CSPIQATOCA
1- I
UNION

n! 7e.

ALEC GUINNESS FILM

"All At Sea"

"And God
Created Woman"
plus

"THE LONELY MAN"
JACK PALANCE

"CITY OF GOLD"
Tomorrow

’And God Created Woman’

"Doctor At Large"

plus

’Wild Is the Wind’

$1.30
Special
CHEF’S CLUB STEAK
Soup, vegetable, potatoes, bread and butter

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
Personal Products Corporation
will conduct a
Group Orientation Interview for
Sales Career Opportunities at
2:30 P.M. Thursday, May IS, 1958
Personal Interviews arranged at this meeting
Sign up before Thursday at the Placement Office,

COLLEGE MEN
Earn $1500 to $18745 during summer.
Training classes now in progress for
those who qualify.
This is your invitation to attend the
next training session of:
1010 VILLA ST., SAN JOSE
Mon., Wed., Fri. at 4:00 p.m.

(indermen To Vie in Coliseum
Tough Sprint Race
Faces Fast Norton
By RANDIE E. POE
The question before the track court today is: How fast
Norton?
Spike bugs probably will get an answer from Los Angeles Friday
night when straight -ahead Ray clashes with Bobby Morrow and
Dave Sime,
I
Norton now has whipped the best sprinters on the Coast (VVhite.
is

Ray

Agostini, Smith, Alston) and one of the fleetest in five southwest
Oklahoma’s Dee Givens)
and !
a. It’s on to bigger and bettit
iields.
MEDAL WINNER
In tousle -topped Morrow, Nor, ton will meet a lad who won three
Igold medals at the 1956 Olympics.
!Twice Morrow conquered Norton
last season. at Fresno’s West
Coast meet and again at the Coil
’’urn.
sane, a versatile redhead f
Duke, is one of the co-holders of
the world record (11.3). Last
"4.1:4;" Carnets! Finley of the famed 440 sprint relav team will
week. he. unloosed a 212 ft. javeColiseum
Helens
at
the
in
Los
running
night
Friday
and
off
be
lin throw. in addition to winning
Angeles. After Saturday’s victory 040.71 at the West Coast Reboth the 100 and 220. lie Is unlays, the Spartan sprinters will he boiling to estatilili a world
record.-Spartafoto.
defeated in the century this
year and many feel he has supplanted Morrow as the world’s
fastest human.
Norton, of course, will anchor
SJS’ 440 and 880-yard relay teams
at L.A. Coach Bud Winter and his
lads will hop a plane at 1 p.m.
Thursday, bedding down at the
Sheraton Town -House. On Satin!
Sparta’s touring baseballers split ! in Jim schntledt and (’Irey. IIday, the entire Spartan team will
res. had doubled to set the stage
four games over the weekend
compete in the Pacific Arnati
beating Sacramento State, 7-1; for Rostomily’s shutout breaker.
Assn. meet at Burlingame.
games
the
these
By
splitting
8-4;
and
State,
losing to Chico
three
remained
r
e.c
or
d
dividing two games with the Uni- club’s
SLIPSHOD PASSING
games behind the .500 mark. Holdversity of Nevada. 9-0, 2-5.
Despite some slipshod passinc
Larry Williams spaced six hits ing a 13-16 record. the Ed Sobc- the Spartans unbuttoned a :40.7
In the Sacramento State fray, zak-coached nine will meet St. sprint clocking Saturday in Freswhile Harvey Johnson collected Mary’s Wednesday in the season’s no. Winter is confident his lads can !
four consecutive singles. Harold finale.
get under the :40.3 mark with good !
(Buzz) l’Irey had it for 5 and
conditions.
John Rostomily 2 for 5 In the
(Qs’ toughest foe probably
tilt.
will he Texas, which already has
Though the team lost to Chico
a :40.3 clucking this *raison.
State, Don Christiansen had a
NOT NORTON’S FAULT
single and brace of doubles while
Although the locals ran third in
Ulrey smashed a triple. Shortstop
"Power Plus is what the SJS
the 880-relay at Fresno (OccidenAl McIntyre tagged three bases
football team will face in the 19591 till won it>, it wasn’t Norton’s
on one hit.
fault. The unbelievably swift SparMcIntyre returned the following gridiron prospectus.
The home game schedule for jtan made up eight yards on Cal’s
day to shut out Nevada in the
seven inning game with four hits. 1959 includes; Oregon, Washington Willie White and passed him with
McIntyre again exploded with the State. Hawaii, Ailzona State and ease’
bat for a triple and homer. His College of Pacific. Traveling tilts
In the sprint relay, Kent Ifer.
bat terymate, Christiansen, a Iso are with Stanford, Denver and kenrath was three yards behind
Fresno’s Herb Turner when he
clubbed a homer.
Iowa State.
gave Norton the baton, 311k..
The second game blues hit
Scheduling of the bigger footAgostini. running on the advanthe Spartans as Nevada walked
ball powers is, in part, due to
tageous inside lane, took a three
off with a 5-2 victory. The MS
the break -swot the Pacific Coast
yard had, but Ray moved up
nine was scoreless till the last
Conference. However, neither at
like a Ferrari and atm going
frame when Rostomily singled
the large !southern college, l’SC
away.
or UCLA has been scheduled In
the near ftittire.
SET UP HEROICS
San Jose. State. longtime "tea Garfield Finley held his own on
! her’s instructing pet," will find the first leg of the sprint test, but
its footballers learning the hard Bob Brooks fell behind by about !
knocks of big time football school- a yard. Then Turner sizzled away.:
ing. Suceess in the building pro- from Herkenrath to set up Nor
gram is not expected immediately ton’s heroics.
but is supposNI to climb in the
Two watches caught Norton in
By CONRAD MUELLER
next two or three years.
for his 220 -leg of the half- !
:19.7
report
on
the
gridiron
The A’s
Sigma Nu, ATO, and SAE all
mile relay, which, obviously, is ,
grabbed American League’ soft- card are expected to be realized
the fastest time in the world
ball wins last night, all remained any time after this growing up
thus far.
tied for first place, and with only stage. Diplomas in the big time
Winter was not delighted over;
one game remaining, gave notice league may come anytime sooner,
hut it is generally accepted that the passing, but he felt all his :
of some post -season activity.
well. "You’ve got to re- !
SAE really lowered the boom it will take the same amount of lads ran
member." Bud emphasized, "that !
time
as
college--four
years.
on Lambda Chi Alpha, winning
Rules of the West Coast Ath- Brooks and Iferkenrath were run- !
26-1. Bob 31c6etchin turned in
before large crowds 113.5a
another fine pitching effort, is letic Conference will be the guild- fling
and under big-time competa,
one-hitter, but Dan Tapson be- ing light for the college during
for the first time."
cans.- the game hero, (Iris ing In this time,

Baseball Team Splits
Four Tilts- One To Go

Oregon, Iowa State
Added to ’59 Sked

Three Teams Stay
Tied for Fraternity
A.L. Championship

12 runs, capped by two home
runs. .Mike Joyce drove in %I
Tom Stremor five’, Dale
Clark took the loss and Jim
Letiate grabbed Lambda Chi’s
only hit.
In other action, Jim Carter collected Sigma Nit’s only hits, a
double and single, to pace Sigma ’
Nu past KA 9-2. Nick Sanger
struck -out eight and gave up four ,
hits to gain the win, while Ray
Allamits threw a two-hitter for,
KA but errors spelled the difference. Jim Dysen hit two triples1
and a single for KA.
ATo dropped the Phi Sigs frets a first-place tie with a 6-1
as Claude %lender threw a tw
hitter and Len Whitlock hang
out three for three, all singles. 11!!
George received the loss, wh:1;
Tom Liles doubled for the Et
Sig big blow. The one run th
Bolowler did give up was in
earned.
AMERICAN LEAGUE STANDINGS
W 1. RF RA
sSifii9Em. N.
3 1 45
I 1 44 13
AO
phTis44,
3
34 7
2 2 23 28
Eitimbel Chi Alpha
1 3 23 el
KA
04 23 55
Tailay’s National Wyss ssionisls
Delta Silt (1.1 wt. PIRA (1-1) at wills. St Pori, Ti;et Oh; (24) V1. Sig Ept
0-21 st William St Park, arid Thais X;
(kin s. DU I iI l of River Glen Psi).
All games start at 3:45 pm.

s

Golfers Defeated

5.15’ golf team loot a 214 vierdiet at Stanford Saturday. Jail*
lAiceti was medalist for the 81191’tans with a one under par 4D.
lOther Spartans carded as follows:
Eddie Dinno and Bill West, 74,
’Keith Rockwell, 75; Harvey Kohs.
NO; and Tom Giddings. 84.
- - --- Gene Menges, backfield coach
for the Spartana, holds the SJS
for total yards
passing Ile passed 250 yards
against Stanford in 1950.
i

single’

game

record

The TWIN

STEAK HOUSES

Huston’s
HOBBY SHOP
Modal Plans,
Boats
Handicraft
"Everytkieg let Nor Heads"

CT 4-6050

213 S. let

Your Eyes Deserre
The Best...
Give your eyes the good care
they deserve. Have your glasses
fitted where modern equipment
and professional skill i ns u re
best results.

Start the Day
With a Delicious
BREAKFAST
Served Anytime

Dr. Jack 11. (Amulet’
Optometrist

Colony * Angelo’s

CT 3-2747
254 S. Second
Member SPAR-TEN

195 s First
72 E. Santa Clara
in Sam Jose

FACTORY TO YOU

NI Pants
Suits
Ideal for spring and summer wear
... two pants enable you to keep
looking sharp

all the time and

give twice the wear ... less than
the price of a one -pant suit. Stock
is limite d, so come in today!
Blues, browns and Greys.

Charge I

Open Tee,

6 Months to Pay

trl 9 00 P er
119 SOUTH FIRST STREET

STATE SHELL SERVICE
PARKING?
If late for school

,4

TI) Featuring All -New
’

SHELL,

TC P

For Added Power

we’ll park your car.
complete

LUBRICATION AND AUTO MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP
BRAKE WORK
Across front NW Stedent union

FOURTH end SAN FERNANDO

Dear Student:
If you are in a daze as to what you should wear and what
is correct for formal occasions, please don’t hesitate to let OUf
formal wear rental service come to your aid.
We take great care that all garments are cleaned /Inc
pressed to perfection and fitted perfectly. And, too, you wil
find that renting formal wear it just as inexpensive as it is smart
- so naturally, isn’t it much wiser to rent?
Stop in any time, or phone CYpress 3-7420. We will be
happy to assist you.
Most cordially yours,

THE TUXEDO SHOP
35 South Fourth Street San Jose

Ivy League
Is it ever Ivy! Why. Coke is the mist
correct beverage you can possibly

order on campus. Just look around you.
What are the college social leaders
going for? Coca-Cola! So take a leaf

out of their ivy League hook and do the
same! Enjoy the good taste of Coke!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
!Bottled undr authority of The Coca -Colo Company by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF SAN JOSE
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HOPE FOR THE SICK

’Best Reed Yet’
To Feature Works
By Student Writers

Campus Bias Small,
Survey Report Shows
11i111.1

110
l.r1if0111.A4
tlw religious
ems of the;r ancestors.
I t %MILD WIRE’ YEARS
Dr. Thomas Esselstyn, associate
professor of sociology, scored a discussion of racial problem on e
pus by reminding that all N..,
students here were born or spent
their formative years behind barbed wire.
Philip Perisky, assistant pro impair of English and foreign
student ad’, bier, said his charges
reported little or no prejudice
because of cultural difference%
The Rev. Martin said he knew of
students from areas with centimes eetremely different from
America’s. Conflicts arise out of
these cultural differences, lw
said.
There also is difference of opinion on the amount of Mexican prejudice on campus. The Rev. Martin
stated he felt there was little.
while Dr. Esselstyn said he believed the Mexican would take over
the low-man -on -the -totem -pole position rapidly being vacated by the
Negro.

I

1,11

Kenyons
AET a result. I
clal groups are formed hy persons uho feel shut out of other
acti%Ities. "The depth of u hat
the members have in 4. ,,,,, mon is
apparent to the eye at a glance.’"
according to a formerly active
member. uho .41)-% thu 0T/ME
thing about being a minority
normlwr is feeling "tninorit."
"Those who allow themselves to
he taken over by racial bondage
do not develop themselves. Such a
conformity is like swimming in a
stagnant pool." he said.
MINORITY STATISTICS
Numbers of ethnic minority
members on campus are unobtainable because the Registrar’s Office
no longer requires that martriculating students designate race on
registration cards.
The Rev. Martin estimates
that there are MI to 73 Negroes
at SJS. Partial figures flir Orientals may be obtained from the
religious preference cards volun- ELOQUENT SPEAKER
tarily submitted at registration.
And then there are students who
Preference for Buddhism was have risen abo%e the entire probstated by 166 students in Febru- lem. One speaks most eloquently.
ary. This figure would be aug"One should wear a race as
mented by Christian Orientals and one wears clothes-as just 4one
those who did not cite a prefer- expression of his personality. It
ence.
The Rev. Martin gave a should neither dominate nor un"rough guess" of 250-300 Orientals. dermine the presence of the perJEWISH PREFERENCE
son. It is like an attractive pin,
Preference for the Jewish reli- however, that draws attention
gion was listed by 107 students.
I.. the person. Therefore, It
Here again the figure is deceiving
should hav e an intrinsic value
because many people whose cul%% Inch, in some way accentuates
tural background and therefore one’s better points.
susceptibility to prejudice is Jew"A person with a negative atti1 11 re toward his race wraps it
around himself like a huge coat.
He keeps from developing the natural potentialities within himself
because of the skin that covers
them.

Religion
News

TODAY
Christian Saleme Organization Regular testimonial meeting tonight. 7:30. College Chapel.
Kappa Ptd-"D egret. of the
Light," formal initiation meeting.
Vivan Chapel, First Methodist
Church, 7:30 p.m.
Presbyterian. Episcopalian, Con gregational-Diseiple "Religion in
Irreligiou.s Garb," seminar series
on contemporary literature, will
be concluded tonight at 7. The
Rev. V. Donald Emmel moderates
the discussion on Jean -Paul Sartre’s "No Exit." Student Christian
Center, 92 S. 5th St.
TOMORROW
Newman Club-C ookout at
Alum Rock Park, 6 p.m. Sign up
at Newman Hall, 79 S. 5th St.
THURSDAY
Episcopal Students Conclusion
of "Classes in Church History,"
Student Christian Center, 7 p.m.
Newman Club - Ascension
Thursday Mass. 4130 p.m.
Student
Lecture -discussion
series "Let’s Get Married." 7:30
p.m , CH130. Dr. Bertha S. Mason will discuss "The Two Shall
Become One."

Capt. Arthur S. Hill
To Review ROTC
SJS’ Army RI TC Corps of
Cadets will be reviewed by Capt.
Arthur S. Hill. commanding officer of Moffett Field Naval Air
Station, this afternoon at 1.
Capt. Hill will review a cadet
parade on the women’s athletic
field. He will present the Cadet
of the Month Ribbon to a lower
division cadet during the drill
period.
A 1929 graduate of the U.S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis.
Capt. Hill has been commanding
officer at aInffet Field since July
l47,4i

REPRESSION WARPS
"Every la:titian being is a store i house for abilities. To repress their
i growth is to warp the personality,
’ one’s self-expression. These mate
gifts cannot grow when they constantly are kept covered in fear
, of overexposure.
"To know that these talents
exist and to shield them from
the very influences that will dereit" or strengthen them is not
due to ’luck,’ but to lack of
courage.
’To withhold from venturing
outwards is much like saying ’1
wanted a different coat but.
through no fault of my own. 1 ended up with this one. I suppose I
must arrange my other clothes to
go with this coat because I can’t
exchange it.’
"Eventually, that person lain
have a wardrobe of clothes (Malities and friends* which have one
thing in common --a coat (Iwo
for which he had had no freedom
of selection."

Lillian Juanita.., occupational therapist, who was graduated from
San Jose State last year, enjoys the children’s playground with
a young leukemia victim at the City of Hope, California’s famed
medical slid ri s. vrch center at Duarte.
-

Engineers Meet
For Discussion
Tonight at 8
A p
--a entitled,
"Unionism 1.s. Professionalism"
will highlight a joint meeting of
the Santa Clara Valley and San
Jose State chapters of the California Society of Professional Engineers tonight, at 8 in Room 118
of the Engineering Building.
Moderator of the discussion will
be Leo Ruth, SJS vice president
of CSPE. Stuednts participating
in the discussion will be Bill Trapp
and Karl Sprick.
Also scheduled for the meeting
is election of new officers for the
SJS group. Avedis Aintablian is
current president.
Special entertainment, provided
by the Wafares Trio, will conclude
the evening’s program. Refreshments will also he served. (’hairman of the evening is Wes Lindsay. president of the Santa Clara
Valley chapter.

i

CLASSIFIEDS

"Hayloft Hoedown" will be
theme of Co-Rec’s barn dance tomorrow night from 8 to 10 in the
Women’s Gym.
Gerald Firenzi, professional
square dance caller, will direct the
dances to recorded music.
Casual dress will be appropriate
to the admission-free dance sponsored jointly by Co-Roe and the
Spartan Twirlers, according to
Marilyn Daehler, publicity chairman.
Regular acivities of ping pong,
badminton, volleyball, four-square
and social dancing also will continue throughout the evening.

Rod

ISO Elects Sheffield
Fall Semester President
Christopher Sheffield, of England, was elected next semester’s
International Students Organization president at a picnic held
Saturday at Eagle Glen Dairy,
Miss Kilulu Von Prince. current
ISO president, stated that other
students elected to offices were
Bonita Anson, vice president; Elizabeth Molina, social chairman:
Angela Rodriquez, recording secretary: Juan Aquino, corresponding secretary; and Carlos Ramirez,
historian.

$15.00 PER STUDENT
Carpet Apartments
et

659 S. NINTH STREET
Apt. 3, mqr. - CY 2-4I54
CH 3.1291 - FR 8-2781

Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
6 A.M. to II P.M.
370

AUZERAIS STREET

Members of Sigma Delta Chi,
professional journalistic fraternity, initiated seven undergraduate candidates and one professional
member of the working press into
the organization Wednesday in the
College Chapel.
Joseph Houghteling, publisher of
the Sunnyvale Standard, became
a membeor of SDX along with
San Jose State students James
Adams, W.C. Dannenbrink, David
Elliott, Bill Godfrey, George Skelton, Anthony Taravella and J. P.
Van Ettinger.
Victor E. Bluedorn, executive
director of SDX, f rom national
headquarters in Chicago. said that
the SJS initiation and ceremony
was the best he had ever attended
In his 19 years as a member of
the organization.
Bluedorn spoke to the new and

old members of SDX alter the
initiation. The executive director
Introduced the new members to
the background of SDX and explained some of the main points
and aims of the nation-wide organization.
After the formal meeting, members viewed a closed circuit television...newscast in the Library.
Students of the Department of
Journalism and Advertising course
Radio-TV Newswriting presented
the show,
Gordon Greb, assistant professor of journalism, SDX adviser and
instructor of the radio-TV course,
said that the show was one of the
first of its kind presented by an
all -student cast.
Members and guests of the initiation and meeting were served
coffee and donuts after the newscast.

Prof of Engineering
To Judge in Contest To
Valley Writers
Confer Here
gineering, will be a judge of the
AIEE Student Paper Contest at
the University of California, Berkeley, tonight.
Participating schools include
Stanford. U.C., University of Santa
Clara, University of Nevada and
the Naval Postgraduate School.

Vacancies Available
For Trip to Lassen

Thirty-three groups of persons
interested in creative writing will
participate in the 13th annual
Valley Writers’ Conference to be
held in the Concert Hall Saturday.
Awards for the best work submitted will be presented in the
morning session, starting at 9:30,
followed by five sectional meetings where judges will analyze the
winning manuscripts,

Vacancies still exist for the
West Coast Nature School field
trip to Lassen National Park, June
15-21.
Students interested in taking
the trip may attend the Lassen
organization meeting tomorrow in
SI42 at 7 p.m.
Information also may be obtained at S127 in the new Science
wing. Expenses for the trip include a $15 tuition fee and a $14
food bill. One full semester unit
of college credit will be given to
any mu’ making the trip.
Trade Your Car In On
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Candidates for undergraduate
,Idegrces in January 1959. should
make application for graduation
before May 23. 1958. according to
Mrs. Dorothy Lanini orthe Registrar’s of f ic e. Appointments to
make application for graduation
will not be scheduled after this
date for the remainder of the
semester.
Major-minor sheets must be on
file in the Registrar’s office A103,
before candidates schedule the ap.
pointment.

honoring gi iiluui 014 IiuuIlW economies majors tonight, 7, Home
Economics cafeteria.
Public Relations Committee,
review of proposed by-law changes,
Thursday, 3:30 p.m., Student
17nion.
Sigma Mn Tau. meeting at home
of Dr. Wilbur Swanson, tomorrow,
7 p.m.
Swan Shields, meeting tonight,
7, CI1240.
Spartan S pi’ a r s, meeting, tonight. 7, 1324.
Spartan Twirlers. "Hayloft Hoedown," square dancing. toinororw,
8 p.m., Vomen’s Gym,
Sports
Club, meeting. Thursday. 2:3e iuiii. Student Union.
West Coast School Lassen Trip.
meeting, tomorrow, 7 p.m., 5142.
:-ignoops for Lassen trip are being

WHEN
WHAT HAPPENS
OFFICIAL
A BANK
OF HIS
IS DEPRIVED
LUCKIES ?
RIGHT)
(s,t T’APAGRAPH AT

S
I’vCE 19s’

SELIX

A

SALES

LAM BRETTA

RENTALS

SAN FRANCISCO
OAKLAND
BERKELEY
SAN JOSE

MOTOR SCOOTER

75 SOUTH 2nd

at OASIS 310TOILS
999 S. FIRST ST. near Will....

Ihon CYpress 4-2322

WHAT IS A DISAC.Pf f
BETWEEN INSECTS’

Glrof Sp,/

WHAT 15 A SARCASM NEWLYWI.0 ’

aell
111111.11111.11111

TIME’S RUNNING OUT! Better get

la ken.

RICANERY BULLETIN
!tome Economics t !afeeria
To place elsnifisils, fads then% to TBIllo, Student Business flits.
Entrees:
30 cents
Deviled Crab
FOR RENT
WANTED
5305 cents
Italian Spaghetti
Furnished studio apt. Rent $65. TYPINO-Fast, Neat! Accurate!
Inquire at 141 E. William St. or Corrections made. Lowest rates. Plate lunch
Coop-- 4th and San Fernando Sts.
:1-:i619
call CY 2-1494 after 6 p.m.
Entrees:
LOST and FOUND
IMAM APT. for 3 or 4 students
40 cents
C’ocker !mini 6 mo Top Tamale pie
Rent WO. Call CY 2-1494 or in- Golden
I CY 4.-1446 Stuffed Bell featpers .
40 cents
quire at 141 E. William after 6 notch. like prod e.
ftcward
pia
XVirtiers and sauerkraut 40 rents
LOST: Siamese female kilt,
.5.5 cents
Sheirie room furnished. Kit. priv. "SAKI" in vicinity -of campus ( :117 Plate einch
$:15. 149 S 15th St
CY 3-2471 Reward.
CO-ED MANOR
Open for fi
IsCF.I.LANF.011a4
Infra -Roy S39.50 and up
weeks summer session. CY 4-3112
[Send and pleasant summer,
coupe. Its French with French genBAKED ENAMEL
FOR MALE
1 leIll/Sn.
For informatilin call CY
Guaranteed
Auto Painting
German Shepherd puppies. Pure- 5-2865.
bred $25. Contact Larry Wrinkle. ilea per Mitieth spai:e.dine-in-cuinc
959 S FIRST ST ricer Willow
ur Cal CH 8-1820.
Age 1.8 or ce cr. AX 6-9250,

BANK ROBBERS often try to get, rich through no vault of their own.
often, in fact, that bank officials rarely get rattled by ordinary
hold-ups. But sometimes the gangsters go too far. Sometimes (Curses’)
they lift the officials’ Luckies! That dastardly act is bound to cause
real Banker Rancor! Why? Simple. Every Lucky (You can bank on
this!) tastes like a million bucks. Every Lucky is made of fine tobacco
.. naturally light, good-tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even better.
But don’t accept our account-check it yourself. Get Luckies right now!

So

"t111.,

LUCKY
STRIKE

ELLIN 114.5nEE
w11,111.GMN

Snub-

enf

yeur Sticklers in fast! (You
haven’t lived if you haven’t
Stickled!) Sticklers are simple riddles with two -word
rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same
number of syllables. Don’t
do drawings.) Send stacks
of ’em with your name, address, college and class to
Happy -Joe- Lucky, Box 67A,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

vv,,Ar I., A PHONY SHELLFISH,
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Sham Clam

LIGHT UP A iight SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
irrud,,, I (.1 1/;.’ ,..Vne /iron (7Zrcce,--Corra.
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Applications Due
For Undergrads

cpaPtaguide
Aeesery, lor all interested
men. today. 4 p.m., Women’s Gym
Association of California State
College Instnuictorn, report of norninating comittee and nomination
of officers for 1958-39, Thai sday
3:30 p.m.. T1353.
Boarding Howw
meeting, today. 3.30 piii., AWs
Lounge.
El Circulo Castellano, semester
elections to be held at 738 S. 7th
St., today. Meet in TB7 for transportation.
Methodist -Presbyterian
C o mmuting student% evaluation of
luncheon program, Thursday, 12:30
p.m., CI-f162.
Phl [’pillion Omicron, meeting

Co-Rec Features
Hayloft Hoedown

"The best Reed yet." according
to Editor Jim Cypher, will go on
sale for 25 cents tomorrow morning at 8 at various strategic campus locations.
Fourteen student writers, several of them recent winners in the
Phelan Literary Contest, are represented in the 11th annual Reed,
campus literary magazine.
The 441sage literary magazine
contains five short stories, ten
poems of various construction, including a sonnet sequence and a
literary review essay.
Editor Cypher advises students
to purchase their magazines early
in the day since only 900 copies
will be available.
The Reed staff is composed of
Gladys Adams, Loree Arthur, Margaret Rylander, Ruth Spore r,
Stephen White, Williams Young
and Jan Zaleski,
Dr. Robert H. Woodward, assistant professor of English, iterved
as editorial adviser.
According to Editor Cypher, the
response of campus writers seeking publication in this year’s Reed
was overwhelming,
He stated that many quality
manuscripts were rejected because
of space restrictions.
"We would like these people to
submit to Reed again next year.
We rejected material that was
good enough to fill another issue
of high -quality campus writing,"
Cypher said.

Sigma Delta Chi Initiation
Brings in Eight New Members
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